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Condemnation
in California
Redefining Damages for Partial Takings
An Overview
An August 25, 1997 decision
by the California Supreme
Court has upset 95 years of
eminent domain law for
partial takings by eliminating the distinction between
special benefits and general
benefits. Now there is only
a single category, benefits.
As before, benefits may be
used to set off only damages
to the remainder, but not
the value of the part taken.
Now, a broad spectrum of
factors must be systematically considered in order to
evaluate what changes from
a “before” to “after” condition
may produce significant elements of damage or benefit.
This article presents a
checklist that helps identify
and organize the evaluation
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of possible elements of
damages or benefits to the
remainder. Practical guidance for the evaluations is
taken from the rules, policies
and practices of the federal
government as well as the
other states that have
eliminated special benefits,
using all benefits to set off
damages.

Historical Perspective
In California, the requirement for eminent
domain damages to be offset by benefits first arose in
the Railroad Act of 1861
(Stats. 1861, ß 30, p. 621).
The distinction between
general and special benefits
was first made by the state
Supreme Court in the 1902
eminent domain case of

Beveridge v. Lewis (137 Cal.
619). At that time, the
Court found that, “benefits
are said to be of two kinds,
general and special.
General benefits consist in
an increase in the value of
land common to the community generally, from advantages which will accrue
to the community from the
improvement ...” and that,
“general benefits are such
as result from the mere construction of the improvement
and are peculiar to the land
in question.” (Id. at p. 623.)
Nearly a century after
Beveridge, in the 1997 case
of Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation
Authority v. Continental
Development Corporation,
MTA argued that, “the very
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GENERAL
distinction between general and special benefits is
unworkable, produces inconsistent results when
applied in different cases
and should be abolished.”
The Court concluded that,
“The distinction between
general and special benefits
no longer finds support in
the reasons articulated at
its inception. We further
conclude this lack of support and the difficulties
inherent in courts’ efforts
consistently to apply the
distinction warrant overruling this aspect of
Beveridge and its progeny.”
There is no longer a distinction between general
and special benefits.
As before, just compensation consists of the value

of the part taken, plus the
amount of damages to the
remainder set off by the
amount of any benefits.
Benefits may exceed damages, but do not reduce the
value of the part taken.
Now, however, all the potential sources of “general”
benefits that used to be taken for granted must be systematically identified and
evaluated in the search for
significant damages or benefits. The following example illustrates the impact
that MTA v.Continental can
have on compensation.

unobstructed views of both.
Similar homes in a nearby,
similar neighborhood over-

The “Before” Condition

The city determines
that the subject neighborhood as well as the community at large is at risk of inundation, unless the stream

look a stream that has been
channelized for flood control purposes. These sell for
$10 per square foot less
than homes that view the
stream and marsh. An updated study finds that the
subject neighborhood is
within the 100-year flood
plain. Home values drop
by $20 per square foot as
the market reacts adversely
to the perceived flood
threat.

VS

The subject neighborhood consists of high value
homes that back up to a
stream and marsh, with

The Acquisition

is channelized. The city intends to acquire and confine
the stream, eliminating the
threat of flooding in the
after condition.

The “After” Condition
The property is free of
the threat of flooding, but
its view of a stream and
marsh has been replaced
by a view of a fenced storm
drain with access roads on
both sides. Prior to MTA v.
Continental, compensation
would have consisted of
the value of the part taken
plus $10 per square foot
damages for the loss of the
view. Following MTA v.
Continental, the $20 per
square foot benefit of flood
control is set off against the
$10 per square foot dam-
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B
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CONDEMNATION

ages for the loss of the view, resulting
in zero damages. Compensation consists only of the value of the part taken.

A Checklist
The effect of the MTA v.
Continental decision is to add a broad
spectrum of factors, formerly identified as general benefits, that must now
be evaluated in the search for damages
and/or benefits. Over the years, many
elements of value that fell into the
category of general benefits had been
taken for granted. These must once
again be investigated systematically in
order to see whether a partial taking
causes changes that significantly affect
value, producing damages or benefits.
The accompanying checklist is intended to help organize the tasks of
identifying elements of value and
determine whether any is a possible
source of significant damages or benefits. The list is helpful to anyone
dealing with eminent domain, particularly partial takes in the wake of
MTA v. Continental. It reads much like
an outline of the factors that are
considered in an appraisal. Changes
in elements of value from before to
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after condition are the potential
sources of damages or benefits.
In the list, the elements of value
are organized in rows by category
(Site Utility, Legal Matters, etc.) and
type (Site Access, Size, Shape,
Topography, etc.). Along each row are
check boxes to indicate a general

Many elements of
value that fell into
the category of general
benefits had been
taken for granted.
comparison of the before and after
conditions (Same, Worse, Better).
Checking the “Same” box indicates
that the after condition is pretty much
the same as the before condition. This
does not mean that there has been no
change, only that the change doesn’t
significantly affect value. The “Same”

box is likely to be checked frequently,
because before and after conditions
are often the same or similar for many
elements of value.
A mark in one of the other two
boxes indicates that the change in that
element from the before to the after
condition may significantly affect
value and ought to be investigated
further. The “Worse” and “Better”
columns have spaces for short notes
about value elements that are significantly changed in the after condition.
The note spaces contain brief hints
or examples that are intended to
prompt recognition of these significant changes.
The checklist is intended to be a
practical aid to comparing before and
after conditions. It lists most of the
elements of value, but it is not meant
to be an exhaustive list of all possible
factors. That is why there is space for
“Other” value elements at the bottom.
The authors grant permission to copy
and use the checklist, providing the
copyright with the authors’ names
remains clearly readable. The authors
also encourage others to offer suggestions for additional categories and items.
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right-of-way.com
Setoff Rules

What is it?
It’s an Internet mailing list dedicated to
right-of-way topics. Anything posted to
the list is sent to your e-mail address.
It’s a free, virtual discussion group created
to facilitate the exchange of ideas, news,
etc., and it’s open to anyone interested
in the right-of-way profession.
How do I join?
You must have an Internet e-mail account.
If so, simply send e-mail to:
Iistserv@listserv.right-of-way.com
Then, type add right-of-way in the
body of the message, and send.
How do I participate?
After you have subscribed,
just send e-mail to:
right-of-way@listserv.right-of-way.com
Who can I contact if I
have additional questions?
Contact John Taylor at
jtaylor@netcom.com
or (213) 2445067 for more information.
Get more involved in your professional
right-of-way community by joining and
participating in this electronic forum.

NEW JOB BANK
IRWA has a new free service for
right-of-way employers and for
those seeking employment. The
Job Bank, which includes job
postings of prospective employers
and resumes of job seekers, has
had very positive response during
its trial period. Anyone can access
and update information on the Job
Bank through the IRWA web
page at HYPERLINK http://
www.irwa.com.
As of December 31, 1997, the
voice recorded Job Hotline will be
discontinued. For questions about
these employment services, contact Tamera at International Headquarters, (310) 538-0233, ext. 131.
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The checklist helps identify and organize likely sources of damages and/or
benefits. Each of these must still be
evaluated to see whether it materially
affects value. In order to learn what
criteria may already exist for these
evaluations, we conducted a survey
to investigate the rules, policies and
practices of the four states that currently allow the use of benefits to set
off damages: Illinois, New Mexico,
New York and West Virginia. Federal
rules, policies and practices were also
investigated. The Transportation,
Highway and/or Justice departments
in each of these five jurisdictions were
interviewed, as were private sector
appraisers and attorneys.

Federal Regulations
The Uniform Appraisal Standards
For Federal Land Acquisitions (often
called, “The Yellow Book”) (Rev. 3/92)
is issued by the Interagency Land
Acquisition Conference. This is a
voluntary organization with representatives from numerous federal agencies
involved with the acquisition of real
estate for public purposes. Regarding
offsetting of benefits, Standards A-12,
page 35 says:
It is established federal law that,
in the case of partial taking, the just
compensation payable by the United
States should be reduced by special
benefits to the remainder which are
capable of present estimate and reasonable computation. The law makes
a distinction between “general” and
“special” benefits and provides that
only “special” benefits may be set off
against compensation.
Prior to the revised 1992 edition,
Standards urged the setting off of both
general and special benefits against
both damages to the remainder and
the value of the part taken, even
though no state jurisdiction followed
this rule. The Appraisal Unit of the
Department of Justice indicated that,
of all federal cases that have been
filed (where negotiations have failed),
approximately 10 to 15 percent include

benefits as an element of value.
Furthermore, interviewed sources
noted that Standards “requires recognition of delay.” In other words, discounting benefits to a present value
for proposed public improvements is
appropriate if these improvements
will not occur until three to five years
in the future. Benefits more than five
years in the future typically are ignored. Discount rates characteristically
range from eight to 12 percent.
California now joins four states
with regards to setting off damages
with both general and special benefits.
None of these states applies benefits
to the value of the part taken, only to
damages to the remainder.

Illinois
Illinois considers both general and
special benefits under the category of
“benefits.” Very few matters involve
setting off general benefits against
damages, typically less than one
percent with most involving highway
interchanges. The Department of
Transportation will not purchase real
estate where the proposed improvements will not be completed within
four or five years. Most acquisitions
are for short-term projects (12 months
or less). These are not discounted.

New Mexico
New Mexico considers special
and general benefits as a single entity
that is used to set off damages to the
remainder. Special benefits historically
have been an element of value in about
two percent of all cases. General
benefits represent only a small fraction of that amount, because their
existence is hard to prove. The state
urges extreme caution and simplicity
in valuation, because these benefits
must be obvious, supportable and
justifiable from the market.
No condemnation award involving the setting off of damages with
general benefits has occurred within
the past five years. Discounting, as a
practical element of valuation, is not
used, because of the typically short
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period from the date of value to the
completion of the improvement, usually
about six to 12 months. However, if
benefits increase the income stream to
the subject property, then the increase
may be discounted to a present value and
counted as a measure of the benefits.

New York
The state of New York does not
consider general and special benefits
separately, but groups both under the
category of “benefits.” Approximately
three to five percent of eminent domain cases involve offsetting benefits;
however, very few court rulings favor
setting off benefits against damages.
As a matter of practice, discounting
future benefits to a present value is
not performed. Benefits are valued “as
though construction is complete.” The
property owner is charged the undiscounted future value of the benefit,
even though these benefits may not be
actualized for three to five years.

FPO
P/U page
Nov/Dec page 27

West Virginia
West Virginia considers both general and special benefits under the
category of “benefits.” Only about one
percent of their takings involves offsetting benefits and 95 percent of
those cases are limited to freeway interchanges or intersections where the
Highest and Best Use has very clearly
changed. Discounting is appropriate
for damages or benefits of the “public
improvements as designed” within the
“reasonable foreseeable future.” West
Virginia considers the “reasonable
foreseeable future” to be two to seven
years, typically five years. This longerthan-typical discounting term is due
to the slow population growth of the
state.
Typical discount rates are derived
from ground leases and are generally
within the nine to 11 percent range,
with 10 percent as most typical.
Appraisers are given an estimated date
of completion for construction as a
basis for the projection period; however, they are at liberty to establish
their own projection period, similar to
SPRING 1998 • RIGHT OF WAY
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THE RIGHT OF WAY
EDUCATION FOUNDATIONS
1998 LOON CLASSIC
riends of the Right of Way International Education
Foundation and Canadian Right of Way Education
FFoundation
are hosting a golf tournament on July 1st in
Minneapolis, Minnesota in conjunction with the 1998
Annual International Education Seminar. The proceeds
from the tournament will go to the RWIEF and CRWEF
for use in developing educational materials for the right
of way profession.
We are seeking companies, agencies, individuals, etc.
that would like to help make this tournament a big
success by signing up for one of the four levels of
sponsorship or donating prize items. Sponsors names
will be displayed at the tournament as well as the
Seminar site so we may recognize and show our appreciation to those who contributed.
The four levels of sponsorship available are:
Hole Sponsor
$300.00
Hole in One Sponsor
$500.00
(four available)
Hors d’oeuvre Party Sponsor
$600.00
(three available)
Scoreboard Sponsor
$750.00
(one available)
We are expecting 144 golfers. Sponsorship is a great way to get name recognition in the
right of way field and benefit a very worthwhile organization at the same time.

1998 LOON CLASSIC SPONSORSHIP FORM
Company
Address
SPONSORSHIP (Check)
■ Hole Sponsor
■ Hole in One Sponsor
■ Hors d’oeuvre Party Sponsor

$300
$500
$600

■ Scoreboard Sponsor
■ Other

$750

Thank you in advance for your generous support. If you have any questions, please call
Dennis Werkmeister at 612-887-1735. Please indicate your response by Friday,
June 5, 1998. Make checks payable to RWIEF, and copy and return this form to:
RWIEF c/o Dennis Werkmeister
Enron Corporation, 1600 West 82nd Street, #210, Minneapolis, MN 55431
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setting marketing or absorption periods for a sale. The checklist on page
37 summarizes the rules, policies and
practices these jurisdictions and compares them to California after MTA v.
Continental.

Summary
The MTA v. Continental decision
creates a need for a systematic evaluation of the elements of value in order
to determine whether any change
from before to after condition produces significant damages or benefits
to the remainder. Many of these factors have not been considered since
the 1902 decision that first spawned
general benefits. A checklist is provided
to help organize the assessment of
these value elements as a new era in
eminent domain begins in California. ■
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